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OSSERVAZIONI RELATIVE ALLO SVOLGIMENTO DEL SEMINARIO “DEPOSITO 

NAZIONALE” DA PARTE DEL  RELATORE CORRADO ETTORE CIGOLINI 

 

Considerazioni Generali 

L’organizzazione di un Seminario Nazionale nell’ambito della procedura legata alla Carta 

Nazionale delle Aree Potenzialmente Idonee (CNAPI) destinate ad ospitare il “Deposito Nazionale 

dei Rifiuti Radioattivi e Parco Tecnologico” è normato dal art. 27 del D.ls n. 31/2010 ed è stata 

attivata nell’ambito della “Consultazione pubblica” che ha coinvolto i diversi portatori di interesse , 

incluse le persone fisiche. 

La procedura citata identifica Sogin S.P.A. come soggetto responsabile della individuazione, 

realizzazione ed esercizio del Deposito Nazionale destinato ad ospitare i rifiuti radioattivi a bassa e 

media attività e del “connesso” Parco Tecnologico. La procedura portata avanti da Sogin S.P .A. ha 

tenuto conto dei criteri previsti nella Guida Tecnica n. 29 dell’Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e 

la Ricerca Ambientale (ISPRA) ed ha redatto la Carta Nazionale delle Aree Potenzialmente Idonee 

(CNAPI). Relativamente alla medesima, gli enti locali e i diversi portatori di interessi hanno 

espresso le loro osservazioni (entro il 5 Luglio del 2021). Successivamente Sogin ha attivato 

l’organizzazione del così detto “Seminario Nazionale”. Nonostante le conclamate intenzioni di 

Sogin di coinvolgere attivamente i portatori di interesse ed i territori, la realizzazione del 

Seminario ha presentato una serie di criticità che hanno di fatto inibito la comunicazione e la 

discussione tra i convenuti, la trasparenza delle scelte tecnologiche e programmatiche e 

soprattutto l’analisi, anche in contradditorio, dell’idoneità de i singoli siti CNAPI. Il seminario 

si è praticamente risolto come una successione di “monologhi”, spesso discontinui e sconnessi dal 

punto di vista tematico, dove i partecipanti hanno dovuto “riassumere” in 10 minuti e 5 diapositive i 

risultati ottenuti, attraverso approfonditi studi tecnico-scientifici e giuridici, le loro osservazioni 

inviate a Sogin nell’estate del 2021 (e anche successivamente: ad esempio, relativamente all’area 

TO-10, i Comuni di Rondissone e Mazzè hanno prodotto nuove e rilevanti integrazioni alle loro 

osservazioni iniziali in data 30 Settembre 2021, mentre quelle del primo comune sono state riportate 

nel dominio “Documenti Seminario Nazionale”, quelle del Comune di Mazzè non sono state 

pubblicate, ed entrambe non risultano tuttora incluse nella sessione del sito “Osservazioni e 

Proposte Tecniche Trasmesse”. Tutto ciò ha reso e rende complesso e macchinoso l’accesso ai 

recenti sviluppi tecnici e giuridici in ambito CNAPI). 
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Nondimeno critica risulta la stesura degli Atti di Restituzione Lavori operata da Sogin, reperibile al 

sito https://www.depositonazionale.it/seminario_nazionale_documenti/atti-conclusivi-seminario-

nazionale.pdf, 

dove la “Trascrizione degli Interventi” dei portatori di interessi è stata sistematicamente 

ridimensionata mentre quella dei tecnici Sogin è stata riprodotta integralmente (cfr. Sessione 

Piemonte del 16 Novembre 2021). 

 

OSSERVAZIONI SPECIFICHE 

 

Entrando nel merito dell’organizzazione del Seminario da parte di Sogin SPA è importante 

segnalare che, oltre alla partecipazione dei soggetti portatori di interesse (Regione, Città 

Metropolitana, Comuni, Enti, Atenei, Associazioni, Comitati e singole persone fisiche) presenti sui 

territori interessati, Sogin SPA ha coinvolto una serie di tecnici, sia interni che esterni a Sogin 

medesima, che sono stati “invitati” a partecipare ai lavori del seminario. Nelle singole sessioni 

regionali, sia i portatori di interesse che gli esperti avevano a disposizione 10 minuti per ogni 

singolo intervento. Tuttavia gli Atti di Restituzione prodotti da Sogin relativi alla sessione 

Piemonte del 16 Novembre 2021 (cfr.SemNaz__RestituzioneLavori_SESSIONE_PIEMONTE.PDF 

reperibile al sito https://www.seminariodepositonazionale.it/wp-

content/uploads/2021/08/SemNaz__RestituzioneLavori_SESSIONE_PIEMONTE.pdf) riportano 

una “sintesi” di 1300-1700 caratteri per i singoli interventi dei portatori di interesse, mentre 

per gli esperti invitati da Sogin sono rilevabili due interventi di 5173 caratteri (Dott. Michele 

Rosati) e 4423 caratteri (Ing. Stefania Uras). Il confronto tra la trascrizione di questi 

interventi ed i video riportati dimostra che, in questi casi, risulta fedele ed integrale. Ben 

diverso è il risultato relativo alla trascrizione degli interventi dei portatori di interesse. Nel 

mio caso specifico (come persona fisica) si conteggiano 1350 caratteri, mentre la trascrizione 

integrale da me operata, sulla base della registrazione video, i caratteri risultano 6434. Si deduce 

quindi che la “sintesi” di Sogin è stata radicale, direzionale e discriminatoria in quanto l’Atto di 

Restituzione riporta circa il 21% di quanto effettivamente comunicato. Si tratta quindi del 

“Riassunto della Sintesi” che rappresenta un’erronea, frammentaria ed insufficiente 

semplificazione di quanto effettivamente esposto. Infatti detto testo presenta una serie di errori, 

lacune ed omissioni come evidenziato nella mia nota PEC del 14 Dicembre 2021 indirizzata a Sogin 

in cui si richiedeva la correzione/sostituzione della Restituzione dell’intervento riportato agli atti: 

https://www.depositonazionale.it/seminario_nazionale_documenti/atti-conclusivi-seminario-nazionale.pdf
https://www.depositonazionale.it/seminario_nazionale_documenti/atti-conclusivi-seminario-nazionale.pdf
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cosa che purtroppo non è avvenuta. Nella parte a seguito si riportano dettagliatamente le criticità 

rilevate. 

 

Analisi della Restituzione Lavori operata da Sogin SPA 

I° Intervento (a 11’30” dall’inizio sessione). Restituzione Lavori contenuta da pag. 49 a pag. 

50 degli Atti Sogin. 

Restituzione Sogin, pag 49 linee 23-25 (dall’alto): “Ha illustrato elementi geomorfologici del 

territorio TO10, in particolare in riferimento al profilo sismico del territorio”.  

Replica del Relatore. Segnalazione Errore: A inizio presentazione non sono stati illustrati gli 

elementi “geomorfologici” del territorio bensì quelli tettonici, strutturali e geofisici della regione.  

L’errore è macroscopico e concettuale, evidenziato dalla frase successiva che cita “in riferimento 

al profilo sismico del territorio”. La geomorfologia infatti è una disciplina delle scienze della terra 

che si occupa della “morfologia” della superficie terrestre nettamente distinta dalla sismica (che è 

parte della geofisica). 

Replica del Relatore. Segnalazione lacuna e/o omissione: Nella restituzione operata da Sogin non 

vengono descritti i rapporti strutturali tra le unità alpine retrovergenti e i fagliamenti 

(sovrascorrimenti) appeninici di cui uno di quest’ultimi è direttamente soggiacente all’area TO-10 

(vedasi il profilo CROP-ALP 1 Diapositiva 6 della presentazione).   Vedasi Trascrizione Integrale 

dell’Intervento effettuata dal sottoscritto  (in Allegato, cfr. i contenuti riportati dalla riga n. 11 alla 

riga 21). 

 

Restituzione Sogin, pag 49 linee 29-30 (dall’alto): “Ha aggiunto che questa configurazione non 

soddisfa il CE3”. 

Replica del Relatore. Segnalazione Errore: ERRATO INVECE LO SODDISFA. Infatti nella 

trascrizione integrale dell’intervento, e nell’audio della ripresa del medesimo (cfr. dal minuto 

14’42” al minuto 14’53” dall’inizio della registrazione video della sessione), si rileva la seguente 

affermazione: “Pertanto questa configurazione soddisfa il Criterio di Esclusione CE3, area 

interessata da fenomeni di fagliazione”. 
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Restituzione Sogin, pag 50 linee 2-3 (dall’alto): “Ha poi presentato la sintesi delle 

accelerazioni orizzontali di picco come riportati dal DN GS 005 di Sogin”.  

Replica del Relatore. Segnalazione Errori; il primo di trascrizione il secondo concettuale. 

Errore n. 1. Il documento erroneamente citato (DN GS 005) è in realtà il DN GS 00095. Infatti 

alle righe 46-49 della mia Trascrizione Integrale dell’Intervento si riporta: “In questa prospettiva 

ben s’inquadra il rapporto DN-GS-00095 “Valutazione della sismicità del territorio italiano. 

Relazione finale” commissionato dalla Sogin al Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra dell’Università 

Sapienza di Roma”. 

Errore n. 2. Il documento DN GS 00095 non riporta il valore delle accelerazioni orizzontali di 

picco nel quadrante considerato. Queste sono state  calcolate sulla base del “modello geofisico” 

proposto dal citato studio DN GS 00095 che riporta le “Mappe della Magnitudo massima attesa su 

base geologica e geofisica” dei terremoti della regione.  

Infatti la Trascrizione Integrale dell’Intervento effettuata dal sottoscritto riporta (righe 49 -59): “Il 

modello geofisico elaborato ha permesso di ottenere le “Mappe della Magnitudo massima attesa su 

base geologica e geofisica” di terremoti, ripartita per i singoli quadranti di 25  x 25 km. Il 

documento citato indica che la magnitudo massima attesa per il settore TO-10 possa teoricamente 

arrivare a Magnitudo di  6.5-6.7, lungo faglie con estensioni di 24-30 km, associate a dislocazioni 

di 5-10 km. Queste sono le Magnitudo caratteristiche di alcuni terremoti storici del dominio 

padano. 

Inoltre la presenza di un “Gap Sismico”, evidenziato a destra indica che questo settore viene 

considerato ad “alto rischio sismico” in quanto l’energia sismica non viene regolarmente dissipata 

come nelle altre zone limitrofe, caratterizzate quest’ultime da una maggior sismicità. Pertanto 

l’accumulo della deformazione elastica può favorire la rottura di porzioni significative di crosta ed 

innescare terremoti di magnitudo considerevole con valori di accelerazioni orizzontali di picco ben 

superiori a 0,25”. 

 

Replica del Relatore. Segnalazione omissione: Non viene riportato il valore delle accelerazioni di 

picco ottenute, che è superiore a 0,25 g e che soddisfa il Criterio di Esclusione CE 2: aree 

contrassegnate da sismicità elevata (i valori sono chiaramente visibili nella Tabella riportata alla 

Diapositiva 6 della presentazione).  Tale valore (0,25 g) è quello che caratterizza il limite inferiore 

(ovvero che non può essere superato) del Criterio  di Esclusione CE2 della Guida ISPRA n. 29 che 

è un elemento significativo e portante di tutta la presentazione. Vedasi Trascrizione Integrale 

dell’Intervento effettuata dal sottoscritto che riporta (alle righe 56-60) “Pertanto l’accumulo della 
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deformazione elastica può favorire la rottura di porzioni significative di crosta ed innescare 

terremoti di magnitudo considerevole con valori di accelerazioni orizzontali di picco ben superiori 

a 0,25. 

Quindi l’area TO-10 rientra nel criterio CE2 aree contrassegnate da sismicità elevata”. 

 

Restituzione Sogin, pag. 50 linee 3-10 (dall’alto): Ha quindi sottolineato che l’area è 

caratterizzata da un elevato grado di sismicità potenziale, ricadendo in una zona di Gap Sismico con 

associato sollevamento tettonico attivo, dimostrato anche dall’esistenza di “entrenched meanders” e 

dati archeologici.  

 

Replica del Relatore. Segnalazione omissione: Non si citano “i grandi terremoti padani” ovvero 

quelli relativi terremoto di Verona del 1117, di Brescia del 1222, del Friuli del 1976 e dell’Emilia 

del 2012 (cfr. Trascrizione Integrale dell’Intervento, righe 88-89)  

 

FINE PRIMO INTERVENTO 

 

14/01/2022 
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 Trascrizione Integrale dell’intervento effettuata da parte del Relatore:  1 

Corrado Ettore Cigolini 2 

 3 

Intervento al Seminario Deposito Nazionale del 16 Novembre 2021, 4 

Sessione Piemonte  AREA TO-10. 5 

 6 

I° Intervento di Corrado Ettore CIGOLINI (a 11’30” dall’inizio sessione) 7 

Buongiorno, 8 

DIAPOSITIVA 9 

I dati scientifici qui presentati sono stati pubblicati sulla rivista scientifica internazionale LAND. 10 

Nella Figura estratta dal Modello Strutturale d’Italia si riportano le principali unità tettoniche 11 

presenti a scala regionale che evidenziano il fronte appenninico  giustapposto alle falde 12 
retrovergenti alpine in corrispondenza della così detta Avanfossa Padana. I sovrascorrimenti 13 
appenninici vengono considerati come faglie composite e capaci (vedasi dati DISS, ITHACA, 14 
GNDT). A Nord dei medesimi si ritrova la sinclinale di Saluggia che borda la collina Torinese e del 15 

Monferrato. Più a Nord si rilevano dei sistemi di pieghe anticlinale-sinclinale e sinclinale-16 
anticlinale. Nella figura viene indicata la traccia del profilo sismico CROP-ALP 1 lungo 17 
l’allineamento Castellamonte-Lamporo che attraversa l’area TO-10. A destra viene rappresentata 18 
l’interpretazione della sezione sismica dal bacino di Savigliano attraverso la collina torinese fino a 19 

San Benigno, riportata nel Documento Sogin DN-GS-00223. Nell’ovale si può notare il fagliamento 20 
crostale tra le unità appeniniche e quelle alpine, che raggiunge i 10 km di profondità. 21 
 22 

DIAPOSITIVA 23 

Nel riquadro a sinistra viene evidenziata la traccia sismica attraverso le Alpi Occidentali.  24 
Il profilo sismico permette di identificare discontinuità profonde quali variazioni della geometria 25 
degli strati, faglie e piegamenti. In particolare, nella parte superiore della figura vengono riportate le 26 

tracce sismiche acquisite strumentalmente, mentre in quella sottostante viene riportata 27 
l’interpretazione geologico-strutturale e stratigrafica. In particolare si evidenzia la presenza di una 28 
faglia frontale appenninica, di tipo thrust fault, che disloca le unità terziarie e quaternarie fino ad 29 
interessare le rocce del basamento sudalpino, a circa 8 km di profondità. Questa struttura è la 30 

continuazione, verso Est, del fagliamento crostale rilevato a Sud di San Benigno. Quindi è pluri-31 
chilometrica come struttura. 32 
Ciò dimostra la presenza di una tettonica attiva dove riscontriamo di una serie di pieghe che 33 
deformano le unità Plio-Quaternarie e sono rappresentate nel riquadro interno. L’azione combinata 34 

di questi processi di fagliazione-piegamento-sollevamento determinano un alto rischio 35 
sismogenetico. 36 
Pertanto questa configurazione soddisfa il Criterio di Esclusione CE3, area interessata da fenomeni 37 
di fagliazione. 38 

 39 
DIAPOSITIVA  40 

Il criterio CE2 della Guida Tecnica n. 29 di ISPRA prevede l’esclusione delle aree “contrassegnate 41 
da sismicità elevata” ed utilizza come riferimento le Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni nonché le 42 
Mappe di Pericolosità Sismica dell’INGV. Il medesimo prevede che la “sismicità elevata” venga 43 
contrassegnata per valori di picco di “accelerazione al substrato rigido”, per un tempo di ritorno di 44 

2475 anni. Tali riferimenti sono, dal punto di vista temporale, estremamente limitativi per ciò che 45 
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concerne i processi geologici ed in particolare quelli tettonici. In questa prospettiva ben s’inquadra 46 
il rapporto DN-GS-00095 “Valutazione della sismicità del territorio italiano. Relazione finale” 47 
commissionato dalla Sogin al Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra dell’Università Sapienza di 48 
Roma. Il modello geofisico elaborato ha permesso di ottenere le “Mappe della Magnitudo massima 49 

attesa su base geologica e geofisica” di terremoti, ripartita per i singoli quadranti di 25 x 25 km. Il 50 
documento citato indica che la magnitudo massima attesa per il settore TO-10 possa teoricamente 51 
arrivare a Magnitudo di  6.5-6.7, lungo faglie con estensioni di 24-30 km, associate a dislocazioni di 52 
5-10 km. Queste sono le Magnitudo caratteristiche di alcuni terremoti storici del dominio padano. 53 

Inoltre la presenza di un “Gap Sismico”, evidenziato a destra indica che questo settore viene 54 
considerato ad “alto rischio sismico” in quanto l’energia sismica non viene regolarmente dissipata 55 
come nelle altre zone limitrofe, caratterizzate quest’ultime da una maggior sismicità. Pertanto 56 
l’accumulo della deformazione elastica può favorire la rottura di porzioni significative di crosta ed 57 

innescare terremoti di magnitudo considerevole con valori di accelerazioni orizzontali di picco ben 58 
superiori a 0,25. 59 
Quindi l’area TO-10 rientra nel criterio CE2 aree contrassegnate da sismicità elevata. 60 

 61 

DIAPOSITIVA  62 
 63 
Inoltre, dati ottenuti da un’analisi della letteratura dimostrano che l’area TO-10 ricade in una zona 64 
di sollevamento tettonico attivo. Nell’immagine a sinistra vengono riportai i dati SqueeSAR della 65 

Regione Piemonte e relativa legenda. Questi dati mostrano un sollevamento di 1-3 (mm/a) lungo il 66 
Po sul fronte del Chivassese-Monferrato (linea verde), più a nord si rileva un analogo sollevamento 67 
1-3 (mm/a) tra Montanaro e Rondissone e Caluso-Mazzè (linee blu). Le linee rosse evidenziano un 68 
processo di deflazione legate all’emungimento d’acqua per uso agricolo nell’area TO-10. I dati di 69 

sollevamento sono in perfetto accordo con quelli ottenuti dalle livellazioni topografiche eseguite 70 
periodicamente nell’arco di 50 anni (Figura a destra) che si attestano a circa 1.5 mm/a a Sud 71 
dell’arco morenico. 72 
Infine nell’immagine centrale viene riportata la Proiezione equiareale sul reticolo di Smidth relativa 73 

all’orientamento lineare di danneggiamenti nei ciottoli e blocchi di ghiaie consolidate a circa 10 m 74 
di profondità dal p.c.. Si evince un orientamento compressivo con direzione NS. 75 
Il sollevamento tettonico dell’area e la dinamica compressiva registrata comprovano ulteriormente 76 
che i criteri CE2 e CE3 risultano soddisfatti. 77 

 78 

DIAPOSITIVA 79 
 80 
Si riporta la sintesi delle accelerazioni orizzontali di picco ottenute per le magnitudo del modello 81 

DN GS 00095 ad una distanza epicentrale di 5 km (in accordo con la presenza del predetto 82 
fagliamento attivo). I valori superano abbondantemente quelli di 0,25 g normati dal CE2 per un 83 
suolo di tipo A. 84 
Contrariamente a quanto ritenuto da SOGIN, l’area è caratterizzata da un elevato grado di sismicità 85 

potenziale, ricadendo in una zona di Gap Sismico con associato sollevamento tettonico attivo. 86 
Questa configurazione ricalca gli assetti tettonici associati ai forti terremoti padani legati alla 87 
interazione tra il margine retrovergente alpino e quello appenninico (e.g., terremoto di Verona del 88 
1117, di Brescia del 1222, del Friuli del 1976 e dell’Emilia del 2012). 89 

Contrariamente a quanto ritenuto da SOGIN, l’area è interessata da evidenti e macroscopici 90 
fenomeni di fagliazione attiva.  91 
 92 

Grazie per l’attenzione  93 

FINE PRIMO INTERVENTO 94 

 95 



RE:Errori di trascrizione e lacune contenuti negli Atti relativi Seminario Deposito
Nazionale “Restituzione Lavori”
(SemNaz__RestituzioneLavori_SESSIONE_PIEMONTE.pdf) relativi ai miei interventi
nell’ambito della “Sessione Piemonte” del 16 Novembre 2021.

Da corrado.cigolini@pec.it <corrado.cigolini@pec.it>
A consultazionepubblica@pec.depositonazionale.it

<consultazionepubblica@pec.depositonazionale.it>, sogin@pec.sogin.it
<sogin@pec.sogin.it>

Cc comune.mazze@postecert.it <comune.mazze@postecert.it>,
comune.rondissone.pec@actaliscertymail.it
<comune.rondissone.pec@actaliscertymail.it>, protocollo@pec.comune.caluso.to.it
<protocollo@pec.comune.caluso.to.it>, a.zavattaro@awn.it <a.zavattaro@awn.it>

Data martedì 14 dicembre 2021 - 16:22

Sogin SPA

sogin@pec.sogin.it

consultazionepubblica@pec.depositonazionale.it

P.C.  Arch. A. Zavattaro; Presidente Comitato “Io mi Rifiuto”: a.zavattaro@awn.it

Al Sindaco del Comune di Mazzè: comune.mazze@postecert.it

Al sindaco del Comune di Rondissone: comune.rondissone.pec@actaliscertymail.it

Alla Sindaca del Comune di Caluso: protocollo@pec.comune.caluso.to.it

RACCOMANDATA VIA PEC

OGGETTO:  Errori  di  trascrizione  e  lacune  contenuti  negli  Atti  relativi
Seminario  Deposito  Nazionale  “Restituzione  Lavori”
(SemNaz__RestituzioneLavori_SESSIONE_PIEMONTE.pdf)  relativi  ai  miei
interventi  nell’ambito  della  “Sessione  Piemonte”  del  16  Novembre  2021.
Trasmissione trascrizione integrale degli  interventi  e richiesta di  correzione
e/o sostituzione delle parti relative alla “restituzione” delle mie presentazioni.

Spett.le Sogin SPA,

con riferimento a quanto in oggetto si  prende atto del  volume di  lavoro prodotto
nell’ambito della stesura degli Atti di Restituzione dei lavori del Seminario Deposito
Nazionale.  Tuttavia  devo  segnalare  di  aver  incontrato  diversi  errori  di
trascrizione e lacune relativi  ai  miei  interventi.  Mentre  i  primi  pur  essendo
formali  risultano  comunque  sostanziali,  le  seconde  precludono  l’oggettiva
comprensione delle affermazioni  prodotte durante gli interventi medesimi. Ne
deriva  un  quadro  approssimativo  e  fuorviante  di  quanto  comunicato  nella
Sessione,  verificabile  inequivocabilmente  attraverso  l’analisi  della

Firefox https://webmailbeta.pec.it/cgi-bin/ajaxmail

1 di 2 21/12/2021, 08:43



registrazione degli interventi.

Colgo  l’occasione  per  esprimere  le  mie  perplessità  legate  al  fatto  che  nessuna
comunicazione scritta è inoltrata ai partecipanti e portatori di interesse invitandoli a
verificare il documento in oggetto. Copia della presente viene estesa ai sindaci dei
Comuni  coinvolti  in  area  CNAPI  TO-10  ed  al  Presidente  del  Comitato  per  la
Salvaguardia  del  Territorio  Chivassese-Canavesano  “Io  mi  rifiuto”  (che  mi  ha
delegato per la seconda presentazione).

Si richiede pertanto un’adeguata correzione e/o sostituzione delle parti relative
alla  “restituzione”  delle  mie  presentazioni  sulla  base  della  trascrizione
integrale delle medesime riportata nell’allegato alla presente.

Distinti saluti,

Corrado E. Cigolini

Allegato Correzioni a Restituzione Lavori_Cigolini.pdf

Firefox https://webmailbeta.pec.it/cgi-bin/ajaxmail
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RE:Errori di trascrizione e lacune contenuti negli Atti relativi Seminario Deposito
Nazionale “Restituzione Lavori”
(SemNaz__RestituzioneLavori_SESSIONE_PIEMONTE.pdf) relativi ai miei interventi
nell’ambito della “Sessione Piemonte” del 16 Novembre 2021.

Da Posta Certificata Legalmail <posta-certificata@legalmail.it>
A corrado.cigolini@pec.it <corrado.cigolini@pec.it>
Data martedì 14 dicembre 2021 - 16:22

Ricevuta di avvenuta consegna

Il giorno 14/12/2021 alle ore 16:22:14 (+0100) il messaggio "RE:Errori di trascrizione e
lacune contenuti negli Atti relativi Seminario Deposito Nazionale “Restituzione Lavori”
(SemNaz__RestituzioneLavori_SESSIONE_PIEMONTE.pdf) relativi ai miei interventi
nell’ambito della “Sessione Piemonte” del 16 Novembre 2021." proveniente da
"corrado.cigolini@pec.it" ed indirizzato a
"consultazionepubblica@pec.depositonazionale.it" è stato consegnato nella casella di
destinazione.

Questa ricevuta, per Sua garanzia, è firmata digitalmente e la preghiamo di conservarla
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Abstract: Recently, Italy has started the procedure for the selection of suitable sites for hosting the
National Repository for Low-Medium Activity Radioactive Wastes. Sogin spa, a public company,
taking into account the criteria of the ISPRA Technical Guide no. 29, solicited by the EU Directive
2011/70/Euratom, has presented the CNAPI (National Map of the Potentially Suitable Areas) which
has become operative since 5 January 2021. Sixty-seven sites were identified in Italy as potentially
suitable for hosting the repository. Some criticalities immediately appeared concerning the properness
of the selection. An analysis was, therefore, achieved to explore part of the rationales underlying
the adopted procedure. A paradigmatic site, namely the TO-10 one (NW Italy), was chosen for the
analysis, which highlighted significant anomalies affecting both the procedure rationales and its
results. Since the selection process majorly relies on geographical data, attention was particularly
paid on the role of official data from open archives. With reference to the most updated and detailed
ones, we demonstrated that the Sogin procedure suffers from several critical points. In particular,
with reference to the TO-10 site, we found that it cannot be absolutely considered to be suitable for
hosting the National Deposit. In fact, it proved to match several exclusion criteria included in the
ISPRA Technical Guide n. 29. These include: the potentially high “seismic risk” due to a “seismic gap”
and complex tectonics associated with uplift (up to 1–1.5 mm/y); a highly vulnerable and extremely
superficial groundwater table; a high permeability (10−2–10−3 m/s) of the cover sedimentary units;
not proper buffer zones around local settlements. In spite of the local specificity of the analysis,
results concerning procedure weaknesses are general. Consequently, we expect that they can be a
stimulus for Sogin to more properly face the next steps of the selection procedure.

Keywords: CNAPI; open data; TO-10; radioactive waste; GIS; IAEA

1. Introduction

Radiation and radioactive materials have many useful applications in different sectors,
from energy production to medicine, industry, and agriculture. Risks related to radiation
exposure of workers, the population, and the environment must be assessed and controlled,
while production, transport, and use of radioactive wastes (RW) must be strictly regulated
to guarantee safety. In particular, RW management and storage are some of the main
challenges that the world must, and will have to, deal with in the many years to come.
RW can be liquid, solid, or gaseous. They contain radionuclides at concentrations, or
have activities, above the safety levels established by regulatory agencies [1–3]. From a
political point of view, RW management is a critical issue; from a scientific point of view,
proposed solutions still require further research for technical and safety improvements [4].
Many studies have been conducted throughout the world. Nevertheless the long-term
environmental impacts of RW, particularly in presence of even small leakages, must still
be fully assessed [5,6]. In fact, many parameters intervene during RW conditioning,
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transport, and storage operations, possibly resulting in radionuclides migration to the
environment [7]. Safety regulations are not always sufficient to avoid accidents, whose
effects may exceed national boundaries. International cooperation is, therefore, essential
to promote security at a global scale by sharing experience that can improve the ability to
control radiation hazards, prevent emergencies, and mitigate consequences [8]. Diligence
is due, at both the national and international level, in following proper protocols, detecting
hazardous conditions and activating prompt interventions for both hazard reduction and
remediation [9].

International RW safety standards have been established by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA). IAEA defines standards for structures and procedures related to
activities suffering from radiation hazard, including nuclear plants and RW management. In
particular, it defines safety standards, requirements and measures to control human exposure
to radiation and radioactive material releases into the environment, aiming at limiting the
probability of catastrophic events [10,11]. According to IAEA guidelines [8], the procedure for
locating RW repositories must follow four steps: (a) conceptualization and general site design;
(b) potential sites selection; (c) potential sites characterization; and (d) final site selection.
In practice, from several potential sites resulting from point (b), a more detailed selection
follows—point (c)—based on the assessment of specific environmental and socio-political
factors such as land use, transport infrastructure, demographic conditions, local economic
activities, etc. It has to be considered that the process may involve different levels of public
and local players and include the use of vetoes and volunteering.

Recently, Italy has started the procedure for the identification of suitable sites for host-
ing its national RW repository. Sogin spa (hereinafter called Sogin), a public company, has
proposed a map (called CNAPI) locating 67 potential suitable areas to host the repository.
Selection procedure by Sogin has taken into account the criteria as defined in the Technical
Guide no. 29 [12] edited by the Italian Institute for Nuclear Safety and Radio Protection
(ISPRA, presently ISIN). This was based on the above mentioned IAEA guidelines [8].
In [12] ISPRA has defined some criteria of “exclusion” (hereinafter called EC) and some
others for technical specification of site features (hereinafter called “investigation criteria”,
IC), both defining the requirements of potential sites all over the national territory. These
criteria have been defined based on the following issues: (1) geological, geomorphological
and hydraulic features of the area; (2) hydrogeological and chemical characteristics of the
soil, to counteract the possible transfer of radionuclides into the biosphere; (3) protection
and preservation of the territory and cultural heritage; (4) distance of the repository from
man-made infrastructures and human activities; (5) distance from underground natural
resources; and (6) protection from extreme weather conditions.

The present step of the selection workflow should correspond to the (b) point of the
previously cited IAEA procedure. Nevertheless, Sogin has already anticipated a sorted
list of suitable sites based on the adoption of a limited number of IC out of the many that
were defined in [12]. Preliminary projects concerning RW deposit structure and the related
technological park were also provided in [13].

It is worth remarking that EC and IC criteria can be associated to steps (b) and (c) of
the IAEA procedure, respectively. It sounds clear that the inclusion of a certain criterion
into the EC or IC group strongly affects the final solution of the decision process. In fact,
while EC operate in a in/out mode by immediately including, or excluding, a given area,
IC play a more understated role, being called to just grading the suitability of selected sites.
This makes possible that, once a site is included among the candidates (not complying the
EC criteria), the final choice may not exclusively obey to technical and scientific principles,
but be possibly conditioned by economic and political dictates. Conveniently acting on
the IC criteria—and related grading—permits, in fact, to introduce elements of subjectivity
that could compromise a transparent solution.

ISIN/ISPRA guidelines strongly rely on the adoption of geographical data that repre-
sent the main tool for site selection [14–16], permitting them to spatially formalize both
EC and IC criteria. It is worth stating that proper data (in terms of content, updating and
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detail level) are basic to guarantee robust deductions. When a public player (such as Sogin)
is called to achieve such an analysis, possibly granted through public money, it would
be desirable that all the available open and free data were used, especially if obtainable
from official and institutional subjects (regions, provinces and municipalities). This makes
possible to save technical efforts and further spending of public money in the next phases
of the procedure, when local communities, through their local administrations, have to
eventually demonstrate unsuitability of their territories.

Unexpectedly, the Sogin procedure shows significant lacks in open data utilization.
In fact, all spatial concerns are based on a very limited number of data, mainly having a
homogeneous coverage over the Italian territory. No concern about the current availability
of data from regional geoportals, better describing local conditions, is shown. In this work,
to highlight this important criticality of the Sogin process, the TO-10 site was used as a
paradigm. According to Sogin, it resulted compliant with no EC criterion, and, therefore,
suitable to host the repository. Moreover, the TO-10 site is presently the first one appearing
in the graded list contained in the Sogin published document [17]. In this work, we
demonstrate that available public data would have been enough to exclude the TO-10 site
from the candidate ones already in the present step. The same is expected for other sites
presently included in the CNAPI, as well. Consequently, one can assume this analysis to be
general and useful to improve results in the next steps of the procedure.

We advise that only some out of the ISIN criteria were taken into consideration in
our analysis (see Section 2). In particular, those more strictly related to spatial analysis
and, therefore, relying on the adoption of geographical data obtainable from official free
archives/geoportals and literature.

To give a comprehensive description of these issues, we initially explored the general
traits of the Sogin procedure, highlighting the most evident weaknesses and related threats.
Then, focusing on the TO-10 site, a detailed analysis based on available open data, was
achieved, testing the compliance of the site with the selected EC and IC criteria. Given the
particular nature of the analysis, we preferred to integrate the Results and Discussion sections
in a single one, making possible a more comprehensive interpretation of the analysis.

2. Materials and Methods

Some general and evident concerns have to be, initially, given about the Sogin proce-
dure, this being the starting point of this work. When trying to figure out anomalies that
can be recognized in a selection process, perspective has to be shifted to the proper point of
view; this strictly depends on the degree of caution one wants to pay. It is worth remind-
ing that caution has to be consistent with the impact that the forecasted structure/action
potentially has. With these premises, authors detected that the philosophy supporting the
Sogin procedure relies on an inappropriate complete confidence about human activities
and artefacts (i.e., repository engineering). According to this vision, the repository is
assumed as completely safe with zero probability assigned to internal failures, or external
unpredictable threats, whose effects, however, can dramatically affect local population and
environment [18]. Ordinary evaluation and sizing approaches of engineering appear to
be reverted. In fact, EC and IC criteria, are more aimed at testing the degree of protection
of the repository itself by eventual menaces from the external context, than at protecting
local population and environment in case of failure/accident of the repository itself. Some
evidences come from the application of the EC10 and IC8 criteria (groundwater issues)
and EC12 criterion (topological constraints relating the repository and its neighbour set-
tlements). As far as groundwater is concerned, tested conditions are only addressed at
verifying if it could ever interact with the repository substructures, possibly degrading
them. As far as settlements are concerned, the buffer zone is set to such a value (1 km
for smaller municipalities) that can be just intended for preserving the repository from
external solicitations and, not certainly, to preserve local population from the failure of a
nuclear waste repository. Additionally, the air compartment is not taken into consideration
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at all, since the underlying hypothesis is that nothing will never fail in the repository and
no radioactive pollutant can be introduced in the air.

A second great criticality of the Sogin procedure concerns the consistency between
expected outputs from the (b) step of the IAEA selection procedure (namely, “potential
sites selection”) and the ones by Sogin. The IAEA (b) step has to generate a list of suitable
sites for the repository by applying EC criteria. No grading is associated by IAEA at this
procedural step. Conversely, sites grading is the expected output of the next procedural
step (c), when IC criteria have to be applied. Unexpectedly, in [17], a sorted list of sites is
given by Sogin relying on a classification based on only three IC criteria (namely, IC10, IC11,
IC12) out of the 13 defined in [12]. Additionally, the same document explicitly goes back to
two EC criteria—namely, EC11 and EC12. It is not clear the motivation that made these IC
criteria more important than the other ones (some of them even more important), nor the
reason why Sogin (c) step had to consider two EC. For example, the hydrogeology-related
IC8, was not considered in the sorting step. We remind that IC8 was in charge of absorbing
the most of concerns (i.e., groundwater level, recharge areas of aquifers, permeability, etc.)
that the EC10 criterion unreasonably neglected in the previous step.

It is, however, a fact that the anticipation, within an official published document, of
a sorted list of sites during a step of a procedure that is not called to define it, appears
as a distortion of the transparent decisional process based on objective and independent
analysis. This sounds furtherly strange when considering that Sogin defines its procedure
as “participatory”.

A further criticality by Sogin concerns the type of data (in particular the geographical
ones) that the procedure based some of its deductions on. Sogin, in fact, did not consider
official regional geodatabases that are known to provide updated data at the proper spatial
scale. Moreover, some data were obtained from external suppliers, possibly showing a
lower degree of officialdom and, generally, a reduced, and not properly updated, content.
A paradigmatic example comes from the application of the EC13 criterion, concerning the
road/railroad network analysis. It was, in fact, based on the DBPrior10K dataset (a so
called harmonized “patchwork” of regional official databases from CISIS) integrated with
the Navteq (Nokia 2012) one.

But the most critical element coming from the public documents that were published,
is contained in the ISPRA Technical Guide n. 30 [19], following the ISPRA Technical Guide
n. 29 [12]. In [19] it is stated that the same repository, designed and located to host “low
and medium activity” radioactive wastes, will also host, for a “long lasting”, but temporary,
period (no time limit is given, nor ensured), “high activity” RW. This unreasonable choice
appears to furtherly revert ordinary planning approaches, where caution and structure
oversizing are, generally, the leading criteria to protect population and environment.

In this framework of evident native faults of the procedure, we finally decided to test
a subset of ISIN EC and IC criteria, namely EC2, EC3, EC4, EC5, EC10, EC12, IC2, IC3,
and IC8 (Table 1). In particular, we tested those being majorly compliant with authors’
research fields and majorly relying on geographical data. The aim was to investigate
if, from a strictly technical point of view, results from Sogin were consistent with those
obtainable using more appropriate data from open archives. As previously mentioned, the
analysis focused on the TO-10 site, the first one reported in the sorted list of suitable sites
unexpectedly published in [17].

2.1. Study Area

The TO-10 site is located in the eastern sector of the Torino Metropolitan district
(Piemonte region, NW Italy) and involves the municipalities of Caluso, Mazzé, and Rondis-
sone. These municipalities counts about 13,500 inhabitants, that can reach 40,500 if the
close municipality of Chivasso is considered. According to CNAPI, the TO-10 site sizes
about 5.15 km2 (Figure 1). The area develops on the right side of the Dora Baltea river;
it is located at about 7 km from the existing EUREX Sogin nuclear waste repository and
treatment area (Saluggia), and at about 26 km from the dismissed “E. Fermi” nuclear plant
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(Trino Vercellese). It is worth to remind that, both these sites must be “decommissioned” in
the near future due the extreme hydrogeological vulnerability of the area [20].

Table 1. Codes and meaning of the ISPRA/ISIN EC and IC criteria as reported in [12]. This work focused on only some of
them (namely EC2, EC3, EC4, EC5, EC10, EC12, IC2, IC3, and IC8) with reference to TO-10 site.

Codes Description Codes Description

EC1 Areas with presence of active or quiescent
volcanoes EC9 Areas interested by morphogenetic karst processes

or with presence of sinkholes

EC2 Areas with high seismic activity EC10
Areas with near surface piezometric levels or with
piezometric levels which could anyhow interfere
with the foundation of the disposal facility

EC3 Areas interested by superficial faulting EC11 Naturalistic areas, protected under the legislation
in force; Protected natural areas

EC4
Areas characterized by geomorphological and/or
hydraulic risk and/or hazard of any grade as well
as river belts

EC12 Areas at a unsuitable distance from residential
zones

EC5 Areas with holocene alluvial deposits EC13
Areas within a distance of 1 km from highways, all
principal suburban roads, and the main and
complementary railway lines

EC6 Areas located above 700 m a.s.l. EC14 Areas with known presence of underground
resources

EC7 Areas characterized by an average slope greater
than 10% EC15

With industrial activities involving major accident
hazards, dams and artificial hydraulic barriers,
airports or operating military shooting ranges

EC8 Areas within 5 km from the current coast line or, if
more distant, located under 20 m a.s.l.

IC1 Presence of secondary volcanic activities IC8 Hydrogeological parameters

IC2
Presence of significant vertical movements as a
result of subsidence and uplift phenomena
(tectonic and/or isostatic)

IC9 Chemical parameters of soil and groundwater

IC3 Geological-morphostructural setting and presence
of lithotypes with vertical and lateral variation IC10 Habitats, animal and plant species of conservation

importance, as well as geosites

IC4 Presence of endorheic type river basins IC11 Agricultural production of outstanding quality
and places of archaeological andhistorical interest

IC5 Presence of accelerated erosion phenomena IC12 Availability of primary transport infrastructures

IC6 Weather and climatic conditions IC13 Presence of relevant or strategic critical
infrastructures

IC7 Physical and mechanical parameters of the soil

Figure 1. Location of the study area within the Piemonte Region and Italy (b). In (a) the administrative boundaries of the
involved municipalities (Mazzè, Caluso, Rondissone, Chivasso, Trino, Saluggia) are reported together with the TO-10 area.
In blue, the Saluggia and Trino municipalities presently hosting radioactivity-related facilities. Reference system is WGS84
UTM 32N.
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2.2. Geographical Data

The core focus of this work develops around the application of the selected EC and IC
criteria based on available free and official data from public geoportals. With respect to the
TO-10 site (but the same could be done for the other sites located in the Piemonte Region),
geographical data from open archives of Table 2 were used to accomplish the analysis.

Table 2. Geographical data from open archives used for this work.

Data Description

Regional DTM

Local topography was described according to the available Piemonte Region Digital Terrain Model
(DTM). DTM is supplied in grid format and obtained from a LiDAR acquisition operated between
2009 and 2011. Grid step size is 5 m and it is classified as a level 4 DTM having a vertical precision of
±0.3 m in ordinary areas and ±0.6 m in the so called “reduced accuracy areas”, like forests and
densely urbanized sites.

Geological Data, Active
Tectonics, Seismicity

These data have been used to evaluate how the TO-10 area meets the requirements of the EC2, EC3,
IC2 and IC3 criteria included in [12]. The main reference is the Structural Model of Italy (scale
1:500,000) published by CNR [21] and available through the “Società Geologica Italiana”. Other
geological maps can also be consulted online and include the Geological Map of Piemonte Region
(scale 1:250,000) and the Trino and East Torino Sheets of CARG Map at the scale 1:50,000 both
available at https://www.isprambiente.gov.it/Media/carg/piemonte.html (accessed on 23 April
2021). Additional data on active tectonics and seismicity were obtained from INGV database
(https://istituto.ingv.it/it/risorse-e-servizi/archivi-e-banche-dati.html, accessed on 13 May 2021). It
offers a complete historical dataset about current seismicity (ISIDE), several seismic catalogues and
the “database” of Italian faults (DISS, ITHACA, GNDT). Technical reports (commissioned by Sogin)
of the University of Insubria [22] and La Sapienza University [23] were also used
(https://www.depositonazionale.it/documenti/pagine/documenti-progetto-preliminare.aspx,
accessed on 13 May 2021).

Hydrogeological Data

Data about superficial and underground hydrological parameters were obtained from the Piemonte
Region geoportal (www.geoportale.piemonte.it, accessed 23 April 2021). In particular: (a) a point
vector layer (W) locating wells for water supply (nominal scale 1:10,000, updated 2005); (b) a line
vector layer (PH) mapping the underground water level—aquifer piezometric head (nominal scale
1:100,000, updated 2002, level spacing = 5 m); (c) a line vector layer (AF) mapping the aquifer floor
altitude (nominal scale 1:50,000, updated 2016, level spacing = 5 m); (d) a polygonal vector layer (RS)
mapping groundwater recharge system (nominal scale 1:250,000, updated 2016). (e) the map
“Hydrogeology of the western Po Plain (Piedmont, NW Italy)” by De Luca et al. [24] reporting
estimated permeability for sediments in the Po plain. (f) the “Hazard Map for Alluvial Risk in the
Piemonte Region” [25]

Built areas/technological
facilities and infrastrusctures

Two maps were compared during this work: (a) the ISTAT “Località Italiane” vector layer
(Localita_11_WGS84.shp, hereinafter called LOC2011) and (b) the Regional BDTRE 2021 geodatabase
(hereinafter called BDTRE2021). (a) is the one all the procedures from Sogin were based on. It was
obtained georeferenced in the WGS84 UTM 32N reference system. Nominal spatial scale is
heterogeneous over the Italian territory. It varies from a scale of 1:5000 (typically in urban areas) to a
scale of 1:25,000 (mainly in areas with low, or very low, population density). It was obtained from the
ISTAT data warehouse updated 2011; (b) is the built areas layer from the regional geodatabase. It is
supplied updated November 2019 and its scale varies between 1:2000 and 1:10,000. Reference system is
WGS84 UTM 32N. The following technological infrastructures were also considered: 1-powerline; 2-gas
pipeline; 3-plant for biogas production. 1 and 3 were mapped according to the BDTRE2021 geodatabase;
2 was derived by vectorization from hardcopy documents supplied by local administrations.

2.3. Geological, Tectonic and Seismogenic Analysis of the Area

The proposed analysis relies on the re-interpretation of the CROP-ALPS 1 seismic
reflection data from Roure et al. [26] integrated with considerations about active tectonics
and seismicity based on the INGV databases. CROP-ALPS 1 (also known as ECORS-CROP)
project focused on the deeper structure of the orogen in the French-Italian sector of Western
Alps [26,27]. Nevertheless, in the SE sector, original data of the profile show a proper
resolution for analysing superficial structures related to the Plio-Pleistocene coverings.

https://www.isprambiente.gov.it/Media/carg/piemonte.html
https://istituto.ingv.it/it/risorse-e-servizi/archivi-e-banche-dati.html
https://www.depositonazionale.it/documenti/pagine/documenti-progetto-preliminare.aspx
www.geoportale.piemonte.it
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2.4. Seismic Hazard of the TO-10 Area

The EC2 criterion of the Technical Guide n. 29 [12] is intended to exclude those
areas “marked by high seismicity”. It uses, as a reference, the Technical Standards for
Constructions (Ministerial Decree 14 January 2008, [28]) and the INGV Seismic Hazard
Map ([29], http://esse1.mi.ingv.it/, accessed on 13 May 2021). These documents indicate
that “high seismicity” corresponds to peak values of “acceleration (PGA) at the rigid substrate
equal to, or greater than, 0.25 g for an earthquake return time of 2475 years”.

Seismic Hazard Maps of Italy are determined on the basis of the known instrumental
and historical seismicity that is reported in the Parametric Catalogues of Italian Earthquakes
(see http://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI/, [30], accessed on 13 May 2021) and in the Catalogue
of Strong Earthquakes in Italy (http://storing.ingv.it/cfti/cfti5/, [31], accessed on 13 May
2021). In these catalogues, the “older” recorded earthquakes date back to 217 B.C. and
461 B.C., respectively, showing to be clearly incomplete for previous periods. Therefore,
the EC2 exclusion criterion defined in [12] is in itself hard to be applied, given the limited
information on earthquake dates and their correspondent magnitudes; in fact, the EC2
criterion explicitly refers to the events occurred in the 2475 years B.P., that were not recorded.
Certainly, this deficiency is even more significant if one has to refer to the time-scale of
geological processes. With these premises, interesting information come from the study
conducted by the Department of Earth Sciences of “La Sapienza” University (Roma) and
commissioned by Sogin [23]. This research integrates rheology of the lithosphere of the
Italian peninsula with the active regional tectonics, by jointly analysing available geological,
geo-structural and geophysical information. In [23] authors explored the whole Italian
territory using a 25 × 25 km sized grid. With reference to the crustal thickness and depth
of the lithospheric mantle, they calculated the local maximum differential stress for rupture
of the lithosphere. Calculations were completed with (a) the analysis of the deformation
vectors as measured by networks of GNSS permanent stations, (b) the stratigraphy of
deep wells drilled by ENEL and AGIP; (c) the “database” of Italian major faults (DISS,
ITHACA, GNDT). Results were synthesized in the “Maps of the maximum expected magnitude
on geological-geophysical basis” for earthquakes potentially occurring within each of the
25 × 25 km cells.

Finally, the earthquakes spatial distribution was analysed based on the instrumental
recordings from the ISIDE-INGV (http://iside.rm.ingv.it, accessed on 13 May 2021), which
reports the active seismicity since 1985.

2.5. Holocene Uplift, Erosion and Sedimentation

A geomorphological analysis was achieved to test the hypothesis that a regional uplift,
lasting since the Pleistocene-Holocene, is presently occurring in the area [32].It relies on
the interpretation of the numerous fluvial terraces and entrenched meanders that can be
recognized along the course of the Dora Baltea river. Special attention was paid about
fluvial terraces developing outside the moraine arc, which crosscuts the outwash plain
south of Mazzè.

2.6. Hydrogeological Data

Hydrogeological constraints for RW repository localization are defined in the EC10
criterion and further technical specifications are given in the IC8 one. EC10 only takes into
consideration piezometric levels of the superficial aquifer, moving all of the other technical
issues to the IC8 criterion. EC10 is intended for testing the possibility that groundwater
could interact with RW repository foundations compromising its degree of insulation, thus
increasing the possibility of radionuclides transfer to the surrounding environment. If
one compares EC10 with IC8, an unreasonable unbalance can be, immediately, detected.
EC10 introduces the following exclusion conditions: (a) the proximity (300 m) of the area
to superficial waterbodies (with an area > 1500 m2); (b) the presence of underground water
field evidences (e.g., flooded crops, swamps, etc.); (c) the presence of springs or intake
artefacts. These conditions do not take into account the actual groundwater level of the

http://esse1.mi.ingv.it/
http://emidius.mi.ingv.it/CPTI/
http://storing.ingv.it/cfti/cfti5/
http://iside.rm.ingv.it
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aquifer (hereinafter called GL), nor the underground water flow, nor to the groundwater
uses, nor the eventual presence of recharging areas of the deep aquifer (used for supplying
drinking water). The latter, alone, represents a solid exclusion criterion. Instead, Sogin
(according to ISPRA guidelines) delegated all of these concerns to IC8, whose weakness
has already been discussed. Indeed, many open public and official data exist for easily
deepening the analysis, making possible a more detailed description of the actual situation.

A further weakness of this approach is that the EC10 and IC8 criteria majorly focus on
the near surface aquifer, being the one that can interact with the RW repository. No explicit
concern is given about the “deep” aquifer providing drinking water to local communities.
With the aim of demonstrating that the existing open data (PH, AF, W layers in Table 2) are
sufficient to decode critical situations, ordinary GIS-based (SAGA GIS v.7.9 and QGIS 3.18.1)
procedures were applied during the analysis.

Spatially continuous representations of the main local hydrogeological features were
generated from the native PH and AF vector layers, by rasterization. This was obtained by
spatial interpolation based on the “natural neighbour” algorithm as implemented in SAGA
GIS [33]. A grid size of 100 m was selected during the rasterization. To achieve this task,
native line vectors were converted (with densification, 1 point every 100 m) into point layers
(see Figure 9). The correspondent variograms [34] were, therefore, generated to test the
legitimacy of spatial interpolation, that was confirmed. Resulting raster layers (hereinafter
called PH(x,y) and AF(x,y), respectively) were used for the following analyses. PH(x,y) was
preliminary validated, to ensure robustness of deductions in the following steps aimed at
mapping the local groundwater level (GL). During this step, the 20% of points (randomly
selected) were used as validation set. The local PH value at those positions (as coming
from the regional data) was compared with the estimated one by spatial interpolation from
PH(x,y). MAE (Mean Absolute Error,) and RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) [35] were
used as accuracy parameters. To recover a proper representation of local groundwater
level, PH(x,y) was compared by grid differencing with the available DTM. A 100 m grid
sized raster map of the superficial aquifer, hereinafter called GL(x,y), was obtained and
analysed with respect to the EC10 and IC8 criteria.

The Variance Propagation Law [36], involving DTM and PH(x,y) accuracy (namely,
σDTM and σPH), was applied (Equation (1)) to recover an appropriate estimate of the GL(x,y)
uncertainty (σGL). This was needed to properly consider groundwater table interference
with the repository structure.

σGL =
√

σ2
DTM + σ2

PH (1)

Furtherly, seasonal variations of GL were taken into consideration while testing this
condition. Estimates of GL variations in the area were found in literature (see Section 3).

2.7. Testing the EC12 Criterion

A rather complex exclusion criterion is the one related to the local settlements (EC12)
that investigates spatial relationships between the repository and surrounding settlements.
The approach proposed by Sogin [18,37,38] relies on the possibility of testing topological
conditions, mainly related to the distance between the repository and neighbour-built areas,
or technological-industrial facilities. Buffering, operated with reference to the flat distance
between the site hosting the RW repository and the generic settlement structure, is the main
spatial tool adopted within the procedure. Concerning both residential and productive
areas, the reference geodatabase (polygon vector layer) used by Sogin was LOC2011 (see
Table 2). In this layer, four types of settlements are considered: (a) towns/villages (“centri
abitati”, code = 1); (b) group of houses (“nucleo abitato”, code = 2); (c) productive/industrial
areas (“località produttive”, code = 3); (d) sparse houses (“case sparse” code = 4). Crucial
importance has the meaning assigned to class 2, that in [18] is defined as “an inhabited
locality, with no meeting place for people, consisting of a group of close houses hosting at least five
families, with roads, paths, squares, farmyards, small gardens, small uncultivated grounds. The
space inter houses is expected to be less than 30 m”.
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In [18,37], three levels of analysis are proposed, each defining a buffering level:
(a) “settlements” (1st buffering level) involving all polygons labelled as 1, 2 and 3 in
LOC2011; (b) “local urbanisms” (2nd buffering level), involving only settlements having
more than 20,000 inhabitants; (c) “metropolitan areas” (3rd buffering level), involving only
the biggest Italian cities. This hierarchical approach aims at taking into consideration not
only spatial relationships between settlements and the repository, but also those mutually
existing among neighbour settlements and defining the local commercial/social tissue. In
spite of this reasonable, and explicitly, defined procedure by Sogin for the application of the
EC12 criterion, only the first level buffering was implemented to generate the CNAPI [18].
This corresponds to the application of a buffer zone around the polygons classified as 1, 2
or 3 in LOC2011. The size of the buffer was set to generate an area 10 times greater than
the one presently occupied by the considered settlement. A minimum radius value of 1 km
was, however, considered for smallest towns. The buffer was computed from the border
of the mapped polygon, defining the settlement in the LOC2011 layer. In this framework,
we explored the potential scenario that would have been found if the 2nd level buffering
(“local urbanisms”) had been considered during the application of the EC12 criterion. The
implemented procedure, managed by ordinary GIS tools, was the one reported in [37] with
respect to the close municipality of Chivasso, being compliant with the requirements from
Sogin (number of inhabitants > 20,000).

A further critical point in EC12 application by Sogin concerns the spatial granularity
and updating of the LOC2011 layer used for the first level buffering. Two “groups of
houses” (code = 2), namely “Cascina Giletta” and “Cascina Gabriella”, located close to
the border of the TO-10 site, were not considered, since not mapped in the LOC2011 layer.
Nevertheless, they were clearly mapped in the available BDTRE2021 layer and proved to
be compliant with the requirements about: number of resident families (at least five, data
supplied by the Mazzè local administration—Demographic Office); inter-houses distance
(<30 m). Moreover, a bio-gas production site (that could be associated to the 3 code of
the LOC2011 layer), located close to the NW part of the TO-10 site, was not considered.
A new scenario was, therefore, generated including these additional polygons and the
correspondent buffers (1 km radius).

3. Results and Discussions

Given the particular nature of this analysis where results are mainly discussions and
interpretations of existing data, we decided to include results and discussions in a single
section of the paper, making its reading easier and more effective. Consequently, the
ordinary organization of the paper was changed, accordingly.

3.1. Geological, Tectonic and Seismogenic Analysis of the Area

The study area lays on Pleistocene fluvio-glacial sediments. It develops within a com-
plex Miocene-to-Holocene geodynamic setting. During this period, the Apennine thrust
fronts propagated north and northeast-ward below the Po plain, dislocating the active
Alpine retrovergent units and the pre-Tertiary sedimentary series [22,39]. In particular,
according to Festa et al. [40], the frontal Apennine thrusts deformed the Plio-Quaternary
sediments along the Po plain fore deep basin (Figures 2 and 3). The CROP-ALPS 1 seismic
reflection data made it possible to identify a major inverse fault (with a series of ramps
and flats) that belongs to the Apennine domain and clearly dislocates and overthrusts the
retrovergent south-Alpine units and the most superficial sedimentary sequence (Figure 3).
This structure is outlined by a major discontinuity in the reflective traces, propagating from
8 km depth up to the surface. It can be observed that, besides the crystalline blocks, the
fault affects the Mesozoic, the Tertiary, and the Plio-Quaternary units. The emplacement
dynamics related to this fault generated a series of fault-propagation-folds and fault-bend
folds [41] approaching the surface with a general northward vergence. Among these, the
anticline that affects the clayey horizons outcropping in the Torrazza-Rondissone area, on
the NW side of the Dora Baltea scarp.
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Figure 2. A subset of the Structural Model of Italy by CNR [21]. The CROP ALP-1 seismic profile is
shown in red. AFT, Apennine Frontal Thrusts; MFA, Median Front of Alpine retrovergent units; CL,
Canavese Line; CA, Canavese Zone; SL, Sesia-Lanzo Zone; IZ, Ivrea Zone. Within the Po plain the
tectonics of the area, north of AFT, is characterized by the major “Saluggia” syncline and by a system
of syncline-anticline folds.

Concerning the interpretation of the above mentioned data, the tectonics of the area
appear to be rather complex. This complexity was not detected by Sogin and no mention
is given in [42]. Nevertheless, this issue has relevant implications with respect to tectonic
uplift and seismic hazard of the Po plain region, where the TO-10 area is located. Here,
both the active north-vergent tectonics of the Apennine margin (responsible for the Emilia
2012 earthquake), and the active south-vergent Alpine margin tectonics (involved in the
genesis of the Verona 1117 earthquake, the Brescia 1222 earthquake and the Friuli 1976
earthquake) combine and interfere, within a relatively limited spatial volume, involving
the upper crustal blocks. This configuration significantly increases the potential for stress
accumulation, tectonic uplift, and consequent seismic hazards.

3.2. Seismic Hazard of the TO-10 Area

With focus on the above mentioned “Map of the maximum expected magnitude on geological-
geophysical basis” for earthquakes potentially occurring within an area of 25 km × 25 km, some
considerations can be done for the TO-10 site. Figure 4 shows the grid-units close to
the Viverone Lake and the TO-10 area. This figure also reports the two main tectonic
units underlying the Po plain and the numerical results of the study by La Sapienza
University [23] for the quadrant that includes the TO-10 site. According to Figure 4,
the expected magnitude in the area (6.5–6.7 Mw) is consistent with the one of the major
earthquakes occurred within the Po plain in the past (Verona 1117 A.D., Brescia 1222 A.D.).
The authors of the map suggest to adopt a “revised magnitude” (6.2–6.3 Mw) to refine
those estimates and better fit their model.
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Figure 3. Internal section of the ECORS-CROP project (also known as CROP ALP-1) along the align-
ment Castellamonte-Caluso-Lamporo. The TO-10 site location is shown in red. Original data from
Roure et al. [26] have been revisited and reinterpreted also in the light of [43]. It can be noticed that the
major fault ceases right below the Dora Baltea River scarp. The indication referring to “Cigliano” is
the perspective reference from the point of view (located within the SW quadrant). The inset provides
details of the structural setting (see text). PQ: Plio-Quaternary; M: Messinian; B: Burdigalian-Tortonian;
Ol-Mi: Oligocene-Miocene (Gonfolite); PZ: South Alpine retrovergent units; LC: Lower Crust (granulites
and related rocks of the Ivrea Zone); UM: Upper lithospheric Mantle. Major faults: thick black lines,
dashed were approximate.

Figure 4. In yellow the considered 25 km × 25 km quadrants of the “Map of the maximum expected magnitude on geological-
geophysical basis” (base from Google Earth). Numerical values are those reported in the Sogin DN-GS-00095 [23] for the
quadrant containing the TO-10 site. Simplified traces of the Apennine Frontal Thrusts (AFT) and the Median Front of Alpine
(MFA) retrovergent units are, also, reported.
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With reference to the relationship of Sabetta and Pugliese [44], integrated with the
coefficients of Bommer et al. [45] for variable focal mechanisms, the horizontal PGA max at
the solid bedrock (category A) can be computed as a function of the epicentre distance. For
a “precautionary” earthquake of 6.5 Mw (the minimum theoretical Magnitude, but slightly
higher than the “Revised Magnitude”) with its epicentre within 5 km from the TO-10 site
(Repi = 5 km), the following accelerations can be found: agmax = 0.46× g for a normal
fault, agmax = 0.48× g for a transcurrent fault and 0.59× g for a reverse fault. Doubling
the radius (Repi = 10 km), values become 0.30× g, 0.32× g, and 0.39× g, respectively.
Alternatively, while applying the relationship proposed by Ambraseys et al. [46] lower
values (of about 25%) can be found. Therefore, even using the smaller, and optimistic,
values from [46], maximum accelerations would be >0.25× g for all types of faults if an
earthquake occurred within a distance of 5 km from the TO-10 site. It is worth to remind
that this value corresponds to the threshold defined in the EC2 criterion. Similarly, an
earthquake occurring within a distance of 10 km from the TO-10 site would generate a
maximum acceleration of 0.29× g for a reverse fault (the most likely to occur in the TO-
10 area, given the active compressional tectonics) which is still higher than the 0.25× g
threshold value.

We remark that these results underestimate the actual local seismic acceleration, because
the gravel-sands sediments outcropping in the area may amplify the above PGA values.

Additionally, the high seismic risk of the area is underscored by the earthquake’s
distribution mapped in the ISIDE-INGV Catalogue. The positions of the recorded epicentres
within a distance of 70 km from Mazzé show that within a distance of about 25 km from
the municipality of Santhià (the area includes the present nuclear sites of Saluggia and
Trino Vercellese) no earthquake was recorded with magnitudes ML ≥ 1.0 (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Schematic representation of epicentral positions of seismic events, with ML ≥ 1, observed
within a 70 km radius around Mazzè according to the ISIDE-INGV Catalog. The traces of the
Apennine Frontal Thrusts (AFT, according to DISS database) and the Median Front of Alpine (MFA)
retrovergent units are also reported.

This situation, interpreted by considering the active compressional tectonics existing in
the area [47,48] and the high density of earthquakes epicentres that occur all around, defines
a “seismic gap”. As postulated by McCann et al. [49], these sectors of the lithosphere show
a “high seismic risk” since the seismic energy is not regularly dissipated as occurring in the
neighbouring areas. Therefore, the accumulation of elastic strain can ultimately favour the
rupture of significant portions of the crust, triggering higher magnitude earthquakes [50,51].

Figure 5 also shows the innermost position of the underlying alpine units and the
western segment of the Apennine frontal thrusts, as reported in the DISS “database”
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(http://diss.rm.ingv.it/diss/ accessed on 13 May 2021). These Apennine trusts show a
disjunction close to the city of Chivasso, where a NNO-SSE tear-fault apparently follows
the distribution of hypocentres at the western edge of the cited seismic gap. Sue et al. [52]
suggest a left-lateral component for this fault that could be linked to a counter-clockwise
rotation of the Adria microplate, undergoing compression against the Alpine orogen. In
conclusion, although the EC2 criterion of the Technical Guide n. 29 of ISPRA is limited
and inaccurate (since the time window for evaluating seismicity is restricted to the actually
historically recorded earthquakes, and does not take into account the “effective time-
scale” of geological processes), the above data strongly indicate that the TO-10 area can
be considered at “high seismic risk” and, therefore, not adequately safe for hosting the
National Nuclear Waste Repository.

3.3. Holocene Uplift, Erosion and Sedimentation

The area, extending Southward of the Ivrea moraine arc, consists of glacio-fluvial
sediments deposited in the frontal zones of the Pleistocene glaciers that descended along
the Aosta Valley from the Monte Bianco Group [53–55]. Area slopes range from 1.6◦, close
to the frontal moraines in the north, to 0.6◦ in its southern part, where the Monferrato
hills (the front of the Apennine) interrupt the plane and the Po River flows eastward. The
fluvio-glacial plane is dissected NW-SE by a deep incision that forms the “cañon” of the
Dora Baltea river (Figure 6—left). This cañon has been, and is currently being, cut in the
unconsolidated glacio-fluvial deposits for a depth of about 60 m and a width of 2200 m.
The sides of the cañon are occupied by a set of fluvial terraces and abandoned riverbeds,
that are mapped in Figure 6, [54]. A set of older glacio-fluvial terraces can be also identified
in the glacio-fluvial plane bordering the cañon including the “Valle della Motta” (close
to the TO-10 area) drainage system. The Dora Baltea cañon exits the Ivrea moraine arc,
forming four major entrenched meanders, signed on their top by paleo-meanders, fluvial
drainages and terraces; these testify that the river in the past was at a higher altitude than
presently, although flowing close to its equilibrium profile. On the flanks of the canon,
7 terraces can be recognized ranging from the younger ones, lying along the river, to the
older ones found at higher altitudes. Downhill of this first section, the river anatomizes
(with no more entrenched meanders) and flows into several riverbeds with few terraces
left on the sides. Loose, easy-erodible, glacio-fluvial sediments that constitute both the
sides of the Dora Baltea cañon up to the very top and the high-erosion potential of this
river indicate a very young age for the formation of the cañon (younger than the latest
Pleistocene glaciation). It is worth to remind that the Dora Baltea is the largest tributary
of the NW sector of the Po River basin; in 2000 the Dora Baltea flooded with a flowrate
of about 3000 m3/s at the intersection with the Po River, itself having a flowrate of about
5000 m3/s [56].

The fast erosion of the cañon is confirmed by the absence of secondary tributary
streams of the Dora Baltea on its flanks, where numerous perched springs can be found.
Authors’ interpretation leads to admit that the erosion of the cañon took place after the
end of the latest glacial episode about 25,000 years ago [54], during a continued uplift of
the area. This is, also, confirmed by the numerous terraces and abandoned riverbeds of
the paleo-Dora Baltea parallel to the Po River east of their junction [48]. In summary, this
complex geomorphological situation, which involves fluvio-glacial terraces, fluvial terraces
and entrenched meanders, strongly supports the idea that the area is undergoing an uplift.
This is estimated in more than 1.5 mm/y [57]. If one would assume a reasonable uplift of
about 2 mm/y, during the last 30,000 years (i.e., since the latest glacial maximum) the total
expected uplift would be in the order of 60 m; this value appears to be consistent with the
height difference between the present FG-3 level and the Dora Baltea River.

http://diss.rm.ingv.it/diss/
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Figure 6. (a) Map of local terraces. Recent terraces within the Dora Baltea River cañon are indicated
with DB-1 (youngest) to DB-7 (oldest). DB-0 is the active riverbed. Older fluvio-glacial plane terraces
are indicated with FG-1 (youngest) to FG-6 (oldest). FG-0 is the Po River sediments layer. The “Valle
della Motta” terraces are labelled with VM-1 to VM-4, while the VM-0 is the active drainage. Note
that there are no secondary streams developing along the side of the Dora Baltea River cañon. The
“Valle della Motta” is the long drainage that begins in the Ivrea moraines (as abandoned glacial
outwash river) in the North and extends all the way to the bottom of the figure. (b) Shaded relief
from the regional 5 × 5 m grid sized DTM of the TO-10 area. A set of terraces can be recognized in
the glacio-fluvial sediments. The Dora Baltea cañon cuts these sediments in a NW-SE direction on the
right side of the image.

A recent uplift is also proposed by Giraudi [47] for the terraces along the Paleo-Dora
Baltea and the Po river, at the East of the present confluence between Dora Baltea and Po
river. An additional uplift was observed at the west of this area, being responsible of the
modification of the course of the Po river [58]. Consequently, it would appear anomalous if
no uplift affected the area comprised between these two sectors, given the identical tectonic
settings with the Apennine Frontal Thrusts (AFT) overthrusting the retrovergent units of
the Alpine range (which are currently uplifting at a rate of 1.2 mm/y [59]).

Additionally, looking at Figure 6, it can be noticed that the TO-10 area is crosscut
by the “Valle della Motta” drainage system, where surface and near-surface materials
(gravel, sands and discontinuous thin silty-clayey horizons) have been re-worked and
redeposited during the Holocene. The Regione Piemonte in [25] classified the southern
sector of this drainage as at high risk for periodic flooding (return times varying between
25 and 50 years). Moreover, the nature and the geometry of the sedimentary cover series,
as well as their high hydraulic conductivity (10−2–10−3 m/s) [24], categorically exclude
the presence of a “geological barrier” to the escape of radionuclides, that IAEA standards
require. All of these considerations make it possible to confirm that the area matches EC4
and EC5 criteria, resulting in not being suitable to host the RW repository also from this
point of view.

3.4. Hydrogeological Data

In order to test the EC10 criterion, a preliminary analysis of macro-evidences from
open hydrogeological data was achieved. In Figure 7, the native layers from the regional
geoportal are shown for the whole Piemonte Region to make evident that the TO-10 site is
located in one of the most strategic and critical areas for groundwater dynamics. PH and
AF layers refer to the superficial aquifer; differently, the RS layer maps the recharging area
of the deep aquifer, that provides drinkable water to a great part of the Piemonte region.
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In Figure 8, the area hosting the T0-10 site is specifically investigated with respect to the
above-mentioned layers, showing that: (a) the site partially lays in the recharging area
of the deep aquifer (NE part); (b) a system of wells is present in the area. In particular,
eight wells for water catchment from the deeper aquifer (some of them for drinking water
supplying) fall in, or nearby the area, making local population and agricultural activities
highly exposed to the environmental risk associated with the RW repository.

Figure 7. Maps showing the available AF (left) and PH (right) layers as obtained from the Piemonte
Region geoportal. Reference system is WGS84 UTM 32N.

Figure 8. (left) Hydrogeological sketch of the TO-10 site and its surroundings. Contour lines for
isopiezometric heads show the groundwater table geometry. Light blue areas report the recharge
areas of the deep aquifer (that provides drinking water). In yellow the main towns around the
area; blue lines represent the main hydrological network. (right) Detail of the TO-10 area and its
surroundings: (a) the recharge area of the deep aquifer is partially included in the site; (b) several
wells are located nearby or within the area; eight out of them catch the water from the deep aquifer.
Reference system is WGS84 UTM 32N.
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The whole scenario becomes critical if we consider the possibility of leakage from
the repository basement coupled with the location of wells within the site and south of it
proceeding downhill and of the nearby Dora Baltea cañon. A possible contamination front of
radioactive aqueous solutions, in fact, could not only compromise the local deep aquifer, but
also reach the Po river, exponentially increasing the nuclear risk within the whole Po basin.

To give a continuous representation of the main hydrogeological features in the area,
native vector layers (namely PH and AF) were rasterized. To verify the suitability of
spatial interpolation, correspondent points layers (Figure 9a), were used to test spatial
autocorrelation by variogram (Figure 9b, for PH only). Variograms proved that spatial
autocorrelation exists up to about 20 km, making possible to interpolate.
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Figure 9. (a) Contour lines mapping PH and the correspondent points used during interpolation. (b) Variogram from PH
values testifying that a spatial autocorrelation exists (range is about 20 km). Similar results were found for AF.

Interpolation was operated by means of the “natural neighbour” technique generating
two raster maps, PH(x,y) and AF(x,y), with a grid size of 100 m (corresponding to about
one tenth of the average planar distance between the mapped contour lines). With special
concern about the main issue considered in the EC10/IC8 criteria, i.e., the possibility that
an interference can occur between the superficial aquifer and the repository structure, S(x,y)
was generated, mapping the distance of the groundwater table from the ground surface.
S(x,y) was generated by comparing PH(x,y) with the available DTM by grid differencing.

Validation of PH(x,y) was operated with respect to the 20% (4532) of the points
obtained while converting the correspondent line vector (a total of 22,660 points). MAE
and RMSE values were found to be 0.44 m and 0.79 m, respectively. According to [35],
MAE is a more robust estimator of actual accuracy of model. Consequently, we assumed it
as the reference one to get an estimate of the theoretical accuracy of S(x,y).

The latter can be estimated relating uncertainty of DTM (σDTM = ±0.33 m) and PH(x,y)
(σPH = ±0.44 m) by the Variance Propagation Law of Equation (1). Accordingly, it was
found that the theoretical accuracy of S(x,y) was ±0.55 m.

PH(x,y), AF(x,y) and S(x,y) raster maps are reported in Figure 10. They show the area
at two different scales: the landscape one (Figure 10a–c) aimed at locating the TO-10 site
into the general hydrogeological system; the local one (Figure 10d–f) focusing on the local
conditions of the TO-10 site and reporting some numerical values useful to recover the
proper quantitative reference.
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Figure 10. Raster maps of: (a) PH(x,y): altitude a.s.l. of the piezometric head of the aquifer (landscape
level); (b) AF(x,y): altitude a.s.l. of the floor of the aquifer (landscape level); (c) GL(x,y): groundwater
level (meters from the ground) of the aquifer (landscape level); (d) PH(x,y) in the TO-10 site; (f) AF(x,y)
in the TO-10 site; (c) GL(x,y) in the TO-10 site. In (a–c) blue polygon defines the TO-10 area. In
(d–f) some numerical values are reported for random pixels. Raster maps were generated by spatial
interpolation from line vector layers with a grid size of 100 m. Reference system is WGS84 UTM 32N.

A further specification is given in Figure 11 where it can be observed that the distance
of the groundwater table from the ground ranges between about 11 m (NW part), down to
4.8 m (central/eastern part, yellow squared). If we account for the most cautious conditions,
these values have to be refined taking into consideration seasonal variations of PH and
uncertainty of S(x,y). The former can be deduced from [24] that, for a site located close to
the TO-10 site, eastward in the Vercelli plain, reports an average yearly seasonal variation
of the local groundwater table of about ±4 m. The joint effect of measure uncertainty and
seasonal variation increases to ±4.55 m the cautionary value that one has to consider when
mapping the local groundwater. This value makes possible that the actual level of the
superficial aquifer in the area could even reach the ground surface and significantly affect
the RW repository basement and its foundations.
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Figure 11. An alternative visualization of the groundwater level (m from the ground) in the TO-10
site. A simplified colour strategy permits to immediately locate zones where groundwater average
level is lower than 6 m (red lines), between 6 and 8 m (blue lines) and over 8 m (green lines). Particular
meaning has the yellow squared area, introducing a technical limitation/exclusion issue exactly
where the EC12 criterion is weaker (compare next section). Reference system is WGS84 UTM 32N.

It is worth stating that the repository lower level, where the higher activity scoriae are
supposed to be stored, is expected to be located up to about 10 m depth ([60] p. 47).

This hydrogeological vulnerability of the area was well known to Sogin since 2005: in a
paper published in cooperation with the Politecnico of Torino [20], the TO-10 site area was
indicated as a high vulnerability one; it is therefore surprising that this site could have entered
(and gained the top of) the list of the potential suitable sites to host the RW repository.

This scenario can get worse if we consider the concentrated channel network cross-
cutting the area and supplying water to the local crops. In the light of the above, it can be
easily demonstrated that the data reported by Sogin have not been analysed and rigorously
interpreted to assess the vulnerability of the TO-10 site. Sogin itself, in DNG S00102 [18]
and DNG S00304 [61], indicates that further in-depth studies are needed (by applying
the IC8 criterion), thus diverting the problem from the exclusion criterion EC10 to the
investigation one IC8. Indeed, the area TO-10 had to be excluded in the first place by Sogin.

3.5. Testing the EC12 Criterion

The first issue about the application of this criterion is the general ambiguity of the
procedure outlined by Sogin. Advanced and well-designed strategies of investigation,
mainly hierarchical and addressed to evaluate local relationships among neighbouring in-
habited centres, are described in [37] and somehow revisited in [18,62] (see [18] at page 158).
Nevertheless, only some of the above indications have been applied by Sogin while redact-
ing the CNAPI map. In particular only the first level of investigation was achieved, that
relies on the direct application of a buffer (as previously described) to the LOC2011 poly-
gons having codes 1, 2, 3. Topological relationships related to “local urbanisms” and
“metropolitan areas” were not considered at the current stage, although reported in the
above mentioned documents. In this work we implemented the analysis related to the
“local urbanisms” as described in [37]; accordingly, the Chivasso municipality (having more
than 20,000 inhabitants), located close to the TO-10 site, was considered and the LOC2011
layer used as geometrical basis. We found that the “local urbanism” of Chivasso (relating
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all the settlements included within a distance of 5 km from the borders of its main centre)
impacts definitely the TO-10 area (Figure 12a). The suitable area of the TO-10 site, that
presently sizes about 515 ha, would be reduced to about 44 ha, making it absolutely inade-
quate for hosting the national repository, whose size is expected to be around 100–110 ha
(see [13]).

Figure 12. (a) 2nd level buffer (“local urbanism”) of the Chivasso municipality. The external blue polygon is the buffer area
around the convex-hull defining the local urbanism of Chivasso mapped according to the procedure reported in [37]. (b) 1st
level buffers (circular, 1 km radius) around the three settlements (Cascina Giletta, Cascina Gabriella and the Villosio bio-gas
production plant) that Sogin didn’t consider during its evaluation, since not mapped in the ISTAT LOC2011 layer. In (b)
power and gas lines layouts are also reported together with correspondent safety buffers (200 m for power lines and 100 m
for gas lines) as required by Italian regulations.

Additionally, even neglecting the Chivasso “local urbanism” analysis, strong constraints
would come if the three earlier mentioned settlements of “Cascina Giletta”, “Cascina Gabriella”
and the Villosio bio-gas plant (Figure 12b) were considered during the 1st level buffering.

In fact, the correspondent 1 km buffers split the TO-10 site into two separated areas,
the greatest reaching about 124 ha. Given the resulting shape of the residual suitable area
the preliminary project of the repository proposed by Sogin [13] is practically unfeasible.
Moreover, this remaining area is located exactly where the groundwater table is confined
at a lower depth (less than 5 ± 4.55 m from the ground, see Figure 11).

The TO-10 site is also crosscut by remarkable technological facilities, namely two
power lines and a pipeline, whose layouts are reported in (Figure 12b) together with
their proper safety buffers (200 m for power lines and 100 m for pipelines) as required by
Italian regulations. Additional concerns may include the possible domino effects related
to accident risk involving the coexistence, within a limited space, of the repository, of the
cited technological lines and the nearby Villosio bio-gas plant (possibly recalling the CE15
criterion—“areas characterized by the presence of industrial activities showing a risk of relevant
accident, dams and artificial hydraulic barriers, airports or operational military areas” [18]).

4. Conclusions

The systematic analysis of available geological and geophysical data clearly demon-
strates that the area TO-10 is located within a tectonically active geodymamic environment.
Moreover, the analysis of recent instrumental seismic data, collected since the early eighties
(ISIDE-INGV Catalogue) indicates the existence of a “seismic gap” in this sector of the Po
plain that, coupled with the occurrence of regional uplift [57–59], supports the idea that this
sector of the Po plain could be the “locus” of major future earthquakes. For these reasons
the area TO-10 clearly appears, already at this step of the procedure, matching the EC2
and EC3 criteria, definitely resulting not suitable for hosting a safe, long-lasting nuclear
repository. Additionally, with special concerns about the analysis of the “Motta Valley”
sector, was possible to verify that the TO-10 site also matches the CE4 and CE5 criteria.
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As far as the local hydrogeological situation is concerned (EC10 and IC8 criteria), with
reference to the available open data from the Piemonte Region geoportal, it was possible to
demonstrate that the TO-10 site is located in a critical area. In particular: (a) the recharging
area of the deep aquifer providing drinking water to great part of the South Piemonte,
partially develops in the TO-10 site; (b) after mapping GL by spatial interpolation from
native data, it was found that the depth of the ground water table can significantly interfere
with the basement of the repository. All of these facts make possible to definitely state the
not suitability of the TO-10 site also from the hydrogeological point of view.

The application, by GIS tools, of the EC12-related procedure, mapping the “local
urbanisms”, made possible to highlight that the TO-10 site, greatly develops within the
local urbanism buffer of the close municipality of Chivasso. Moreover, it was found that
three important settlements (mapped on official maps from the Piemonte Region) were not
considered by Sogin; related buffers would erode a great part of the TO-10 site making
it drastically smaller. These findings from the CE12 criterion permit to conclude that the
TO-10 site is located in a highly populated area and potentially can compromise important
social and economic activities in this part of Italy. This situation makes the area compliant
with the EC12 criterion and therefore not suitable to be included in the list of potential
suitable sites by Sogin.

Additionally, one has to consider that the eventual “commissioning” of the TO-10
site, together with the “decommissioning” of the near Saluggia and Trino sites, currently
hosting the most of the Italian nuclear wastes, would involve an accumulation of health and
environmental risks for local population, thus making this part of Italy an hot-spot from the
nuclear risk point of view. It is also curious that, in case of the TO-10 site selection, nuclear
wastes would be transferred from areas showing an “extremely high hydrogeological
vulnerability” (Saluggia and Trino) to a new one (TO-10) showing a “high hydrogeological
vulnerability” [20].

Concluding, in this work we tried to synthetically outline the “issues and perplexities”
related to the procedure that many Italian territories (67 municipalities) are currently
handling for safely preserve the health of their inhabitants and the conservation of their
surrounding environment. It is our hope that this document could somehow stimulate a
new deal in the Sogin (and future national planning) selection procedure where official
open data will play a major and fundamental role, making it possible to speed up the times
of the selection itself and saving public money.
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